Mission statement

As part of the service offer of the LRZ, the mission of the V2C is to provide state-of-the-art hardware and software as well as know-how in the fields of visualization and visualization technologies. The V2C comprises both the building equipped with the most modern VR installations, which is made available to scientists, and a competence centre, within the framework of which experts in the fields of visualisation, virtual reality and augmented reality not only provide consulting support, but also actively work on visualisation projects with scientists and carry out independent research work.

Vision

The V2C should not only offer established software and hardware for science, but as a high-tech visualization center it should also permanently evaluate state-of-the-art technologies within the scope of technology research and technology exploration and proactively provide them for science. Through a process of constant expansion and regular renewal, researchers will be introduced to the possibilities of future technologies and made accessible for their work.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us (instead of "Fault" please select "Service Request"): Submit contact request
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